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Val Cloes
By Brian Williams

If Val Cloes ends up writing a novel, 

it could very well be a fictional crime 

story with a fashion model as a main 

character.

The aspiring writer would have plenty to 

draw on as she develops her characters.

She has worked fashion shows – locally, 

the Fashion for Life “White Party” fund-

raiser, and, in Toronto, at Fashion on Yonge 

– and has experienced the less-visible role 

of testing samples for a clothing company 

so they would know what to order.

She also hopes modelling leads to travel-

ling opportunities and working in Europe. 

Those types of experiences will help as 

she decides how to describe the scene of a 

fictional crime. 

She had a taste of this travel and 

modelling combination in 2016. When 

she told her Toronto-based agency, Lang 

Models, she was going on vacation in 

Mexico they connected her with a photog-

rapher they know who was spending time 

there. That led to a shoot in Mexico and 

one of the photos from it ended up being 

used by Italian Vogue.

No matter what the setting of the novel, 

there are sure to be police involved, so she 

can draw on the experiences of her parents, 

who both work for the Ontario Provincial 

Police. Her father, Mark, was once a SWAT 

member and her mother, Leasa, is one of 

the people who transcribes incident reports 

filed by officers. 

Or, maybe Val will go another route, 

indulging her interest in “cheesy” romance 

novels and penning one of those.

Entering the world of journalism is 

another option, one that could see her use 

insights gained from her time in the 

modelling industry to carve out a niche as a 

fashion writer, swapping photos for bylines 

in magazines.

No matter what she ends up doing with 

the English major she plans to earn at the 

University of Guelph, it won’t surprise 

Meaghan Dietrich.

Dietrich, the owner of Gemini Models in 

Kitchener, is a big fan of 18-year-old Cloes. 

“Whether she’s modelling or a journalist, 

she’s going to go places,” Dietrich says. 

“She’s going to do amazing things. I think 

we’ll have a lot of fun watching her career 

develop.”

Working as a model in Europe is not for 

everyone, Dietrich says. Maturity, organiza-

tional skills and an engaging personality are 

a must, which is why Dietrich thinks Cloes 

would be successful in that world.

Plus, along with being blessed with the 

ability to wear the sample sizes of clothes 

created by designers, “she’s got great bone 

structure.”

Cloes was raised in Waterloo and 

graduated from Bluevale Collegiate 

Institute. 

Growing up she played rep soccer for 

Waterloo. These days, she plays in a 

women’s recreational league and juggles a 

customer service job at Best Buy with first-

year studies in Guelph.

The youngest of four children – one 

brother, two sisters – her first exposure to 

modelling came about age 12 through a 

program at Cameo Models in Waterloo, at 

the urging of her mother. 

“I was really shy and she wanted me to 

break out of my shell,” Cloes says.

She joined Gemini at about age 13, 

eventually moving through its advanced 

and elite programs. Gemini is considered 

her mother agency and the opportunities 

gained through it led to signing with Lang. 

It will be interesting to watch how far the 

fashion industry takes Cloes.

“People like Val, this is just the beginning 

of it,” Dietrich says. “It’s a great industry to 

be in. It always keeps you on your toes.”

Sounds like there will be no shortage of 

material when it comes time to write that 

book. 
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The LighTing Shoppe
www.thelightingshoppe.ca

519.622.2223

The Lighting Shoppe features thousands of chandeliers, vanity lights,
outdoor lights, pendant lighting and fans on display and in stock.

element hair believes in a creative environment
inspiring texture, color, and contemporary,
wearable, beautiful hair. Aesthetics also available.
Waterloo Region’s first and only Arrojo NYC
Ambassador Salon. Visit their new multi-service
studio space on The Boardwalk.

Bring your dreams to reality in rooms your guests will never want to leave this
Holiday Season! The experts at Luisa’s have creative solutions for every room
with custom window coverings and cozy, exquisite bedding.

eLeMenT hAiR
www.elementhair.com
519.746.1212

LuiSA’S DRApeRieS + inTeRioRS LTD
www.luisasdraperies.com
519-824-6920

MARK nuneS
www.marknunes.ca

519.570.4070

Mackage Coats in wool, leather or with
signature luxurious fur collar guarantee
your gift will be as distinctive as she is.
Made in Canada, these coats provide

maximum warmth and feminine appeal and
are available exclusively at Mark nunes.
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STYLE

Mix

MODEL • Val Cloes
of Gemini Models 
and Lang Models
HAIR AND MAKEUP 
• Johanna Summers and 
Samantha Holdsworth of 
Studio So Lara
STYLING ASSISTANTS 
• Navdeep Bhangu and  
Brianna Baker

Fitted, V-neck gown with  
studded rhinestones,  Sherri 
Hill, $719.99.
18-karat white gold diamond 
necklaces; Tanzanite and 
diamond ring; Diamond ring; 
Italian design diamond and 
enamel bangle, Soho; 18-karat 
white gold and diamond mesh 

bracelet, Fope. 

WHERE TO GET IT: PAGE 173

Styling and Photography 
by Alisha Townsend

Location • Communitech Hub in the 
Tannery building, downtown Kitchener

Party 
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ABOVE: Leather jacket with zipper details and fur collar, Mackage, $1,090; Leather pants, Mackage, $750.

 18-karat white gold diamond-stud earrings; 18-karat diamond rings; Sterling silver and 18-karat yellow gold cuff, John Hardy; 

Sterling-silver bangle bracelets, John Hardy
RIGHT: Satin cut-out gown with textured flower, Sherri Hill, $879.99.

18-karat white gold diamond ring; Diamond earrings.

WHERE TO GET IT: PAGE 173

xxxxxxx

xxxxx

xxxxx, $000.              

WHERE TO GET IT: PAGE 00
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Full gown, with pleats and 
rhinestone details on pockets, 

Sherri Hill, $799.
Cabochon emerald and diamond 

accent pendant set in 18-karat 
white gold; Double-chevron 

diamond ring; Diamond bangle; 

18-karat diamond earrings. 

WHERE TO GET IT: PAGE 173
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xxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxx $000.              WHERE TO GET IT: PAGE000

ABOVE: Black and gold brocade, one-shoulder dress with sequin details, Nicole Miller, $595. 

Sterling silver and 18-karat yellow gold carved chain earrings, John Hardy; Diamond and enamel bangles, Soho; 

18-karat white gold diamond flex-mesh bracelet, Fope; 18-karat white, rose and yellow gold stackable bands. 

LEFT: Tuxedo jacket and pant, Biba Private Label, $925; Button blouse, Foxcroft, $120; Stiletto with fur pompoms, Lodi, $235.

Diamond earrings, bracelet, bangles and rings.  

WHERE TO GET IT: PAGE 173



Sequin zip-up jacket, 
$795, with matching 
cami, $495, both Luisa 
Cerano; Velvet track 
pants, Margittes, $295;   
Stiletto with fur
pompoms, Lodi, $235.

Italian-design diamond 
and enamel earrings 
and bangles, Soho; 
Leather bracelet, Tirisi; 
Gold high-polish rings.

WHERE TO GET IT: PAGE 173
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6 R E G I N A S T . N . , W AT E R L O O | 5 1 9 . 8 8 6 . 2 0 9 0 | G I N A S PA . C OM

@GinaSpaAndHair facebook.com/GinasSpa

FAC IALS | BODY TREATMENTS | AESTHET ICS | L ASER & MED I SPA SERV ICES | BOTOX & F ILLERS | HA IR STUD IO

* WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

YOUR
TOP AWARD
WINNING SPA

PURCHASE GIFTS CARDS ONLINE GINASPA.COM

GIFT
GINA’S

CARDS
HOLIDAY

GIFT
VOUCHER

ENJOYa

$25
GIFT CARD
with the purchase of any

POUCH
GIFT CARD

COSMETIC

with the purchase of a

VALUED at $75 OR MORE

RECEIVE a beautiful

*the PERFECT
GIFT TO GIVE
and RECEIVE


